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This test preparation manual presents a general overview of world history, treating it as an
academic discipline, and offering general study advice. Twenty-five study units review the entire
scope of human history, summarizing:The emergence of early human communitiesThe
development of agricultural societiesThe emergence of civilizationsGlobal exchange among
peoplesThe development of industryGlobal demographic, economical, ecological , social, and
cultural changesThe chronicle of the world's civilizations is reviewed to the present era. The manual
concludes with two full-length model tests with all questions answered and explained.
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I was a student of Mr. Melega's for three social studies courses during high school and as a student
I thought Mr. Melega was the best teacher I ever had! He is the type of teacher that has expert
content knowledge and a teaching style that actively engages students and makes learning fun.
Now I am a high school social studies teacher myself and this book has been EXTREMELY helpful
in teaching my world history course. It provides an excellent overview of world history and is written
in a style that is very appropriate for high school students. It is so good I often assign class readings
from this book rather than the school provided textbook because it is so well written and provides
the perfect amount of information for a general world history survey course. The provided quiz and
test questions in the book are also great and I often use those for review with my class. For under

$20 this book is a total steal!!! Thanks Mr. Melega!

mediocre at best. It is not very well organized and contains scattered grammatical and historical
errors. I took the SAT World History exam and the practice tests were not similar to the real test (I
got a 670 lol), but this is one of the only books available for SAT WH.

My daughter, a freshman in high school, picked up this book to peruse and these were her
comments as looked through it. "Oh, thatâ€™s cool." "Huh, thatâ€™s very helpful." "Thatâ€™s really
interesting." "OK, I read that section, now Iâ€™ll take this testâ€¦ look I got all those right just from
what I read!" "This is a really helpful book."A strong endorsement from the consumer for whom this
book is meant. Buy this book today, you and your student will not be disappointed!

This book is so well-written and fully prepares students to excel on the SAT World History subject
test. My daughter has also found this is a terrific study resource for her AP World History class as it
goes in-depth into all of the AP topics. The author's writing style really engages a student, which
helps students remember the facts they'll need to know on the test. And it certainly IS NOT boring!
Honestly, I'd recommend this book to every student taking any sort of World History class. It
provides all of the information they need to know in a way that kids can relate to and understand.

The best SAT review book i've ever used
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